The complexity, image quality, bandwidth efficiency and robustness issues of a mobile video telephone scheme for personal communications networks (PCN) are addressed. Our motion-compensated 55KbitIs subband codec (SBC) using seven non-uniformly spaced active bands with bandspecific scanning and runlength coding achieves image peak signal to noise ratias (SNR) of around 38dB associated with good communications quality for monochrome common intermediate format (CIF) images sampled at 10 frames per second. The motion dependent bitrate fluctuations are smoothed out by buffering with adaptive quantiser control feedback. The video bits are then sorted into two sensitivity classes and error protected by a twinclass binary Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) scheme. The separately BCH-encoded more significant bits (MSB) and less significant bits (LSB) are transmitted via separate subchannels of the 16-level quadrature amplitude modulator (16-QAM), having different integrity. The overall signalling rate becomes ZZKBd, sufficiently low for typical microcells to fulfil the narrowband channel condition. Clearly, no equaliser has to be used, which considerably reduces the system's complexity, yet unimpaired image quality is achieved for channel SNRs in excess of 20dB.
Introduction
The image and speech codecs of the emerging personal communications network (PCN) of the near future must guarantee good speech and image quality a t high spectral efficiency, high robustness against channel errors and low complexity, which requires the joint optimisation of the source and channel codecs as well as modems [l] , [2] , [3] . High spectral efficiency is important not only to save precious bandwidth, but also to reduce signalling rate to render the channel non-dispersive, thereby removing the need for equalisation and hence reducing complexity and power consumption. In this spirit, GW contribution is devoted to the design aspects of the attractive combination of a 55Kbitla SBC image codec amalgamated with a matched pair of BCH error correction codecs and with a 16-QAM modem to yield a robust 22KEd mobile video system, yielding image peak SNRs around 38dB for channel SNRs in excess of 20dE.
Subband Image Codec
Outline: The general outline of our motion-compensated SBC codec is seen in Figure 1 Figure 1: Image subband codec schematic encoded to generate the prediction error frame along with an array of motion vectors, which have to be encoded and multiplexed for transmission in the block MV. Simultaneously, the error frame is split into seven non-uniform subbands BO.. . E 6 by the twodimensional (2D) quadrature mirror filter(QIvlF) [6] . Then the subjectively more important low-frequency subbands are allocated more bits than their less important high-frequency counterparts. The 2D subbands are then scanned in the 'SCAN' block to a one-dimensional (1D) stream for encoding. After quantisation (Q) of the 1D-scanned signal run-length coding (RLC) with variable length codewords (VLCW) follows, where the subband scanning algorithms are adjusted to suit the individual subband features to minimise the bitrate by generating long runs. Unfortunately, in contrast to coding and transmission convenience the time-variant motion activity and the bandwidth-efficient VLCWs result in a variable bitrate, which can be smoothed out using buffering with adaptive feedback control. When the 'Buffer fullness', defined as the proportion of the 'Buffer' already filled with bits, is approaching overflow, the quantiser feedback modifies the quantiser parameters to generate less bits in subsequent coding steps to achieve the targeted 'buffer fullness' and constant bitrate.
The SBC-coded motion-compensated prediction error is multiplexed with the motion vectors and conveyed to the forward error correction (FEC) channel codec and the 16-QAM modem. The quantised subband signals are locally decoded, scanned back into 2D and the full-band motion error-frame is reconstructed in the QMF-' block. This locally reconstructed error frame is added to the previous reconstructed image frame to generate the locally reconstructed cuurent frame to be utilised in the next motioncompensation step. while low vertical frequency bands must be scanned vertically (V) to achieve best compression after FUC. Should both the H and V contents be of high or low frequency, zig-zag (Z) scanning is used. Quantisation: Close scrutiny of the subband probability density functions (PDF) reveals that although they are highly peaked around zero, this peak is indeed due to detrimental low-level camera noise. Clearly, the optimum Max-Lloyd quantiser therefore is unsuited for their quantisation. Our proposed quantiser characteristic inserted into the the bit stream, thus once a full line has been decoded an EOL is read. The redundancy introduced by the EOL code, coupled with the fact that the sum of NXI lengths on a given scan line is constant, allows the decoder to correct a single bit error per scanline by tentative bit-flipping and redecoding. Table 1, whereby ti and A, were fixed to minimise complexity.
Performance: An average peak video SNR of about 38 dB is maintained by the SBC for a variety of image sequences, such as 'Miss America', yielding pleasant subjective communications quality at a bitrate of 55Kbps or 0.067 bd/pd. Occassiondy, coding impairments can be detected by rigorous scrutiny in the regions of intensive temporal activity, which is attributable to the 1% saturation clipping probability of the quantiser.
Modulation and Channel Coding
As expected, the high-compression SBC codec is fairly vulnerable to channel errors due to the interframe predictions and VLCW, resulting in catastrophic error propagation and annoying image artifacts. Therefore a robust, spectrally efficient modem would be required, but robust modems, such as Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) are not sufficiently bandwidth efficient for video transmissions to fulfil the narrowband channel condition. This then necessitates a channel equaliser to combat channel dispersion, which unfortunately contradicts the low equipment complexity and low power consumption requirement. The key to this problem is the deployment of highly bandwidth efficient 16-QAM modulation, rendering the signalling rate sufficiently low for channel dispersions to become negligible without complex channel equalisers. Unfortunately, 16-QAM requires higher channel SNR, but this is ensured in pedestrian microcells of the emerging third generation personal communication networks (PCN), where typically SNR 2 25 dB, and the channel coherence bandwidth is 2 100 KHz.
In our earlier work [l] Figure 3 : 16-QAM BER vs channel SNR with and without BCH coding using AGC and second-order diversity a four bit QAM symbol have dramatically different BERs, from that of the second pair of bits, which we refer to as class 1 (Cl), and class 2 (C2), subchannels respectively. We evaluated the C1 and C2 BER for a narrowband Rayleigh-fading channel using a propagation frequency of 1.BGHz , pedestrian speed of of Imph, and a signalling rate of 22KBd. The C1 BER turns out to be sufficiently low to be further reduced by FEC techniques, while the C2 BER is excessively high for image transmission. This prompted us to use 'fade-tracking' automatic gain control (AGC) [2] and second order diversity in line with other prototype systems [9] . The AGC requires 10% transmission overhead and both arrangements slightly increase the system's complexity at dramatic BER improvement. However, the consistent C1 and C2 integrity discrepancy persists, as demonstrated by Figure 4 evaluated for the above conditions. This property will be advantageously exploited in our embedded error correction scheme to protect more important image bits more strongly. Due to our choice of using 16-QAM the selection of robust error protection is quite crucial. High constraint-length convolutional codes are powerful, when combined with soft-decisions, but this 253 becomes prohibitively complex for a 16-level modem. In contrast, low-complexity binary BCH block codecs are powerful with hard-decisions, as long as they are combined with interleavers of sufficient memory to break up long error bursts and render the channel near memoryless [5] .
Amalgamated Video Schemes
In contriving attractive video schemes our basic philosophy is rather than trying to equalize the differing BERs of the C1 and C2 subchannels using FEC codes with matching correcting powers, we actually exploit their differences to reduce the overall system complexity. Clearly, we divide the SBC coded image stream in the SBC MAP Block shown in Figure 5 into two substreams having different integrity requirements. While a fdscale bit-sensitivity analysis is feasible for example for speech source codecs [l] , [2] , where the frame length usually does not exceed 200 bits, in OUT 5481 bits long image frames this is neither practical nor necessary. An appropriate twin-class bit-sensitivity classification protects the vitally important motion vector's bits and some of the sensitive low-frequency bands from channel errors by transmitting them via a higher integrity subchannel than the less sensitive high-frequency bands. Therefore we arrange for the more significant bits (MSBs) to travel via the better FECprotected subchannel, while for the least significant bits (LSBs) to be transmitted through the worse subchannel. The BER integrity of the subchannels is controlled by the careful selection of BCH codes used. The blocks BCHE and INT are optional for the C1 sub-channel, since its BER might be sufficiently low for the transmission of the SBC LSBs constituted by the high-frequency bands, if AGC and second order diversity are used, as evidenced by Figure 4 . The higher C2 BER always has to be lowered by some grade of error protection. The FEC coded and interleaved C1 and C2 image streams are assembled in the block ASM QAM for transmission and mapped onto the QAM subchannels. The QAM signal is passed through the non-dispersive microcellular Rayleigh-Fading channel and in the receiver diversity reception ensues, which necessitates two separate fade tracking AGCs. After QAM demodulation in QAMD and bit disassembling in DASM QAM, the subchannels are deinterleaved (DEINT), BCH decoded (BCHD), and demapped to their original positions in the SBC image frame. At this stage the error detecting capability of the C1 BCH decoder can be exploited to activate an image post processing algorithm, whenever the frame is deemed to be corrupted.
For the target channel SNR of about 20 dB the unprotected image LSBs transmitted via the better C1 QAM subchannel using 'fade-tracking' AGC and second order diversity have a BER of around 0.1%. These sparse image LSB errors are noncatastrophic thanks to corrections by the help of the redundancy introduced with the EOL codes, and become rarely subjectively annoying. For the transmission of the sensitive image MSBs we create a thoroughly FEC-protected subchannel by deploying the powerful BCH(63,36,5) code in the worse C2 QAM subchannel. This code encodes 36 image bits to a 63-bit frame and can correct up to 5 errors, which combined with the AGC and second-order diversity effectively removes all residual channel errors in the C2 subchannel at the target SNR of 20 dB.
When using error correction coding in the C2 subchannel, the unprotected C1 &AM subchannel has a higher effective channel capacity than the C2, because in the latter 27 bits in each 63 KBd to achieve fast motion tracking.
Summary
Our investigations using a 55 Kbit/s nubband image codec, binary BCH error correction codecs and a lBQAM modem show that robust moving image transmissions via microcellular mobile radio channels are feasible. Monochrome test image sequences of 320 -256 pel8 were coded at a rate of 10 f r a m e a / a e c . Using two different BCH codecs in the 16-QAM subchannels results in a moderately complex 22 KBaud system, allowing error-free image transmissions at average channel SNRs in excess of 16 -18 dB.
Extreme bandwidth efficiency is achieved using QCIF representations at 7 KBaud with similar robustness.
